
• Minimizes cash handling by counng up to 1,500 bills per minute  
• Counts 5 currencies: Canadian, U.S., Euro, Pound, and Yen   
• Enhances detecon of counterfeit and suspect bills  
• Reduces errors and mistakes by processing and verifying bills automacally
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The SB-9 Currency Discrimination Counter
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The SB-9 Currency Discrimination Counter

Weight:        8 KG (17.6 lbs) 
Countable Note Size:  5cm x 10 cm to 10 cm x 18.5 cm 
Counng Speed:   1000-1500 notes per minute 
Hopper Capacity:    500 notes (approx.)
Stacker Capacity:   200 notes (approx.)
Reject Capacity:   30 notes (approx.)
BBatching:       Five pre-set batches (10, 20, 25, 50,   
          100) and variable 1 to 999 via numeric  
          keypad 
Power Supply:    100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Dimensions:     H 28.0 cm x W 26.9 cm x D 26.1 cm
Features:       Compact Size 
          2.8” Graphic LCD Display
                    Mul-Currencies Capability (US/    
          Canada)
          Selectable Modes – Single, mixed,   
          Count, Issue 
          Enhanced Counterfeit Detectors (UV /  
          MR / IR)
          Dual-User System
                    Easy Upgrade 

SB-9 Specificaons  

Impressive Standard Features
The SB-9 pThe SB-9 provides fast and accurate counng of Canadian, U.S., Euro, 
Pound, and Yen currencies. The SB-9 provides several modes of opera-
on including “mixed” mode, giving the ability to count mixed bills in a 
single pass and provide the total dollar value as well as the individual 
value for each denominaon counted. Sort paper from polymer bills 
saving countless hours.

Improve Accuracy; Ensure Savings! 
The SB-9 will save you hours of me counng and processing bills, and 
will provide superior performance compared to old style currency 
counng technology. Accurate and reliable performance every me 
will ensure that you’re not wasng valuable me reprocessing bills.  
SB-9 ulizes the most reliable image processing technology combined 
with superior mechanical reliability to deliver fast accurate results 
every me you use it.

RReliable and Fast 
The SB-9 is a The SB-9 is a commercial quality currency processing device, designed 
to meet the day-to-day challenges of processing and counng in bank-
ing, foreign exchange, retail, and gaming environments. With its unri-
valed accuracy, versality and speed, the SB-9 will simply outperform 
many of its competors. Variable count speeds up to 1500 bills per 
minute, selectable pre-set batch se ngs or user selectable batch set-
ngs can all be accessed using the 10 digit keypad.

Big Savings in a Small Package 
With a modern design, full gWith a modern design, full graphic 2.8” LCD display, and a user-friendly 
interface, the SB-9 provides the user with a simple, efficient device to 
improve producvity and count accuracy.  This compact desktop 
counter (H 28.0 cm x W 26.9 cm x D 26.1 cm) provides more funcons 
than a standard currency counter.  Funcons such as rejecng “sus-
pect” bills into the reject pocket without stopping the count, network 
connecvity, accurate counterfeit detecon and rejecon are just a 
fefew. 

Four Different Modes
Mixed Mode allows for counng of mixed denominaons
Single Mode is used to sort bills into individual denominaons 
Face Mode is used to face bills 
Orient Mode is used to orient bills 


